
TO: SYNESTHESIA

From: Eugenio Buffa di Perrero 
        Promotur Viaggi s.r.l
        Piazza Pitagora  9, 

10137 Torino Italy
Tel 0039 011 3018888 – fax 00309 011 3091201;

        e-mail: eugenio@promoturviaggi.it;  incentive@promoturviaggi.it

Following your interest in Turin and surroundings, please find here below some excursion proposals during
the DROIDCON event.
These options has been expressely conceived, considering 3 different aspects:

- the time at your disposal to discover our town;
- our excellencies;
- your interests.

TIME

As we know you will be very busy during Droidcon event, we highly recommend a walking tour in the city
centre on Friday evening, in order to make the most of your time in Turin and discovering its history  and its
most important highlights.

EXCELLENCIES

On Saturday we suggest a full-day tour focused on food and art. 
Piedmont hosts the  Residences of the Royal House of Savoy (named by UNESCO as World heritage in
1997: they represent a comprehensive overview of European monumental architecture in the XVII and XVIII
centuries, using style, dimensions, and space to illustrate in an exceptional way the prevailing doctrine of
absolute monarchy in material terms).
Furthermore, wine and food in our region are really famous: the wonderful wine-producing landscapes of the
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato  areas were designated UNESCO World Heritage Sites in  2014 as “...an
extraordinary, living testimony to the historical wine-growing tradition, of the wine-making processes, of a
unique social and rural setting and of an economic fabric based on wine culture”. 

YOUR INTERESTS

As “the best way to predict your future is to create it”, on Saturday  we also suggest a full day in Turin for an
unusual visit to the contemporary architectures of our town and its future challenges 

Of course, these excursion can be done if a minimum of participants is guaranteed. 
For this reason, in order to arrange all the services, we should receive the inscription at least 15 days before
the arrivals.

I remain at your disposal for any further question! 

Best Regards, 

Eugenio Buffa di Perrero 
Promotur Srl  - Piazza Pitagora 9 - 10137 Torino ; Tel +39.011.301.88.88 - Fax +39.011.309.12.01 - 
E.mail eugenio@promoturviaggi.it 
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1  st   day,  Friday 20  th    April 2017:                              TORINO WALKING TOUR DURING THE EVENING

At  09.00 p.m. meeting of the participants in Piazza Castello,  at the corner with Via Garibaldi,  with the
English speaking guide.
Walking tour (2 hours) in Torino city centre,to discovery more than 2000 years of history, from Roman times
to the Kingdom glories to this day.
In Piazza Castello you will  see the Roman ruins enclosed by a medieval building with stunning baroque
façade. Then you will continues through the Royal Palace before leading to the Cathedral and the Palatine
Gates, stages that reveal an unusual image of an archaeological and Renaissance Turin. You will be back to
Piazza  Castello,  in  the  command  center  of  the  Savoy  power,  surrounded  by  buildings  declared  World
Heritage site by UNESCO and you can imagine the eighteenth-century project of a great capital city. The
great prospect of Via Po will be followed by the atmosphere of Subalpina Gallery, and then again in the light
of  Piazza  Carlo  Alberto.  From Palazzo  Carignano and  its  bold  facades you  will  move  to  small  Piazza
Carignano, which on one side leads to Via Lagrange, the new refined and luxurious shopping destination. A
few steps to get to the rationalist dimension, linear and cinematic CLN Square to then qualify for the dazzling
Baroque setting of  Piazza  San Carlo.  A walk  under  the  arcades of  Via  Roma is  the  perfect  ending to
appreciate the many facets of a bright and special Turin.

PRICE PER PERSON: € 10,00
(minimum: 20 participants)

THE PRICE INCLUDES: 
-authorized English speaking guide for two hours rougly;
-V.A.T. and taxes;

THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
-ticket entrance to museums; 
-extras, tips and what is not mentioned in “the price includes”.



2  nd    day,  Saturday 21th April 2018:

FIRST PROPOSAL “WINE AND ART TOUR”                        RACCONIGI CASTLE AND THE LANGHE AREA

In the early morning, meeting with the English Speaking guide and transfer by private bus to Racconigi
Castle, 45 minutes by bus from Torino. Entrance to Racconigi  Palace, which dates back to the late XII
century. Its enlargement and transformation into an aristocratic residence began during the XVII century,
under the direction of renowned architect Guarino Guarini but it has been again transformed during the XIX
century, thanks to Pelagio Pelagi.  A wonderful park, which now covers 170 hectares, stretches out behind
the castle.

The tour continues to the Langhe hills, dotted with castles and towers, jewel boxes of history and art. 
The beautiful wine-growing areas of Piedmont, which with their landscapes shaped by of nature and man,
have become part of the world heritage list in 2014. These areas produce wines of international quality and
excellence- such as Barolo, Barbaresco, Asti Spumante and Barbera d'Asti- based on the deep knowledge of
the vines cultivated here for centuries.

Stop in Alba that,  during the middle age, was a powerful  city-state known for its many towers.  Alba is
considered the capital of the Langhe but its atmosphere has all the grace and warmth of a small rural town.
Alba's considerable gastronomic reputation comes courtesy of its white truffles, dark chocolate and wine.
Walking tour in the city centre, admiring its medieval architecture, such as the Cathedral and Piazza del
Risorgimento. During the tours, visitors will have the chance to taste some products made by truffle in a
remarkable and small shop.

Tour continues by bus to the hills in the surroundings. 
Typical lunch, tasting three different kind of wines and visit of the cellar guided by the owner.

Tour prosecution through the scenic  route  of  some of  the world's most  valued vineyards and important
medieval villages, like Barolo, famous for its wine. The village is dominated by a big castle, that now hosts
the  Wi.Mu. -Wine Museum (entrance not included).  In the late afternoon arrive to Torino, farewell of the
guide, and end of services.

PRICE PER PERSON: € 90,00
(minimum: 20 participants)

THE PRICE INCLUDES: 
-authorized English speaking guide for the full day;
-full day bus;
-entrance to the Racconigi Castle;
-typical meal in a restaurant, with 3 different wines tasting, beverages includes;
-tasting of truffle products in Alba;
-V.A.T. and taxes;

THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
-extras, tips and what is not mentioned in “the price includes”.



2  nd  day,  Saturday 21th April 2018:

SECOND PROPOSAL “TURIN TOWN OF THE FUTURE AND CONTEMPORARY ART CAPITAL”
 
In the early morning, meeting with the English Speaking guide and transfer by private bus to discover the
contemporary excellences of Turin, which has been definied by the UNESCO as “Creative Design Town”,
the only Italian city winner among the nominations for 2014 which included 28 cities in 19 countries.
In 2015, the Wall Street Journal defined Turin as “the beating, creative and sparkling heart that makes it a
unique city, which has grown from the rest of the peninsula”. 

The first stop will be in the “new district” of town, known for the “Intesa Sanpaolo” skyscraper, designed by
Renzo Piano and the close “Porta Susa” train station, designed by A.R.E.P studio.
The tour  continues visiting the  "GAM" (Gallery of  Modern Art)  Storage,  exclusively opened for  our
group.  The deposit of the museum is really like the "treasures  cave" and the visit will enable to understand
many issues like the  "hidden" life of a museum, what is "behind" the "official" exhibitions, the challenges
related to the preservation of the masterpieces.

The tour continues along the "Spina Centrale" (Central Backbone),  the new big boulevard that connects
the city, once separated from the railway line.  Arrival to the ex industrial area called now “Spina 3” and visit
to the “ Santo Volto" Church, designed by A. Botta. The church was originally part of an industry and it is
characterized for its "strange" bell tower, that was originally the old smokestack.

Lunch at EDIT, the new gastronomic destination of the town: in a disused industrial area few months ago
opened a new place focused on food. The area is 2400 square meters and an investment of 12 million euro
has been made. Here you can enjoy different offers, that ranges from the proposals of starred chefs to the
very good pizzas or craft beers and mixology. The idea of “sharing economy” is now present in the food
sector, with an urban brewery with 19 spines ready to produce by hosting gipsy brewers and professional
kitchens available upon request. 

Last  stop  is  at “Ettore  Fico”  Museum, a  place  that  gave  strong  impetus  to  positive  processes  of
socialization and cultural growth. The museum is where, in the sixties, there was the Industrial Society for
Mechanical and Electric Manufacturing. Visit to the  temporary exhibition focused on “Filippo de Pisis”
(1896-1956), famous Italian painter and poet. At the end of the tour, you will also taste a “space bar”, the
food taken by the European Space Astronauts and produced by an Italian aerospace engineering company
based in Turin. 

PRICE PER PERSON: € 95,00
(minimum: 20 participants)

THE PRICE INCLUDES: 
-authorized English speaking guide for the full day;
-full day bus;
-entrance to Ettore Fico Museum and to “GAM” Storage, exclusively opened for our group;
-lunch, beverages included, at EDIT;
-the “space” food bar;
-V.A.T. and taxes;
THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
-extras, tips and what is not mentioned in “the price includes”.



Any option-not binding rervation- has been taken with our providers. Rates quoted in Euro are based
on present cost conditions (02/02/2018). 

We reserve the right to alter prices if major increases occur during the course of the year beyond the control
of the company, or if the minimum number of people requested is not be reached. 
All prices are inclusive of VAT at the current percentage according to service and is subject to revision if VAT
rates rise.

Payment: 30% deposit  when the trip is confirmed; settlement 10 days prior to arrival.

Cancellation Penalties:

-25% of the total amount for cancellations received up to 40 days before arrival;
- 40% of the total amount for cancellations received up to 30 days before the clients arrival
-50% of the total amount for cancellations received up to 11 days before arrival
-75% of the total amount for cancellations received up to 3 days before arrival;
-100% of the total amount for cancellations received  3 days and less before arrival

We would like to remind you that, for the combination, no refund will be provided in the case of late/ early
arrival or no show.

The day counting before the clients arrival will be made excluding  holidays and day before holidays.
The parties, to execute the contract, in addition to what is stated below, agree upon following according to
the Italian Civil Code in force and to current legislation, with regard to organisation and intermediation of
travel,  holidays  and  “all-inclusive  tours”  with  particular  reference  to  Law  Number.  1084/77,  ratified  by
International Convention related to the travel contract  (CCV) signed in Brussels on 04/23/1970, and the
Decree D. Lgs. 111/95 in fulfilment of EEC Directive n. 314/90 related to “Travel, holidays and all-inclusive
tours.”

Promotur Viaggi S.r.l.
Eugenio Buffa di Perrero


